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A NOTE ON FINITE CW -COMPLEXES 

By Keean Lee 

Let .9' be the stable homotopy category (s 1) generated by aII finite cw

complexes .. The Grothendieck group G=Ko(.9') of .9' is defined as foIlows. 

For X , Y E .9' we define X三Y if and onIy if there is a space W ε .9' such that 

X \/W ~ Y VW , where V is the wedge operation (s 1) and ~ means to be 

homotopic. Of course 三 is an equivalence relation. We put G= .9'/=, then G is 

a free abeIian group ([lJ). In a process of this proof the study of n퍼(X) (s 2) 
for X ε .9' is important. 

In this paper we shaIl prove that if X ,,:,Y (Q-isomorphic) then n엽(X)=n엽(Y) 
Q 

and H용(~X)=H￥(~Y) in S 2 (Theorem 8). For this, it w iII be proved that for 
Q 

finite cw-complexes X and Y {X, Y} is a finitely generated abeIian group in S 1 

(Theorem 2). Thus the ring EndX of endomorphisms of X is a finitely generated 

abeIian group (s 2). 

1. Stable homotopy category 

Let ‘r be the category consisting of finite cw-complexes with base points 

and maps (continuous maps preserving base points). For X , Yε;r [X, YJ is the 

set of homotopy cIasses [fJ of maps 1: X-• Y in ‘r , and *:X-• Y in the 

trivial map with 서x) =* for all x ε X. We put 0= [셔 ε [X, YJ . 

For X , Y ε ‘;r, let XVY=XX*U*XY, the μledge of X and Y , which is a 

subspace of XxY. We define X^Y=XXY/XVY, the snzúsh of X and Y. 

Le tS: y-• Y be the suspension lunctor. Since ^ is distributive over V, we 

have for XE ‘7 

SXVSX=(S/\ X) V(S^X)=(SVS)^X. 

ln fact, since S= [0, 1J / {O, 1} ([0, 1J =I) we can identify SV S with I! {O, 

웅， 1} , and thus we can get the induced pinching map ν: S-• SVS. Hence 

there is a map 간=ν^lx: SX-• SXVSX. If 11: SX-• Y 1 and 12 : SX-• Y 2 

are in y , we define a ma p 

(/1'/2)=(/1 V/2). 감: SX-• Y1 VY2• 

If Y 1=Y=Y2 then composing (/1'/2) with the natural map YVY-• Y yields 

f 1+/2: SX.-• Y. With this addition [SX, YJ has a group structure with identity 
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0= [써 • 

For f: X • Y in .:r we define the m~뺑~'ng cone C
f
= (YUIXX)/~， where u 

is the equivalence relation (0, x)~f(x) and (1. x)~(t， 씬~*. Then we have the 

maþping cone seqμence of f 

f 깐 (Jf ___ SI ___ Sif X - ,Y , • Cf-• SX 'SY ~ S까 ~. ' .... 

which has the property that every sequence of two maps (and three spaces) is 

a mapping cone sequence ([1]). 

Let ~ot be the category of abelian groups. Then there exist the homology 
fμnctors {H 11: Y > ~ ot} sa tisfying the follo'wing properties ([2]): 

(i) (Exactness) H /X)-• H/Y)-• H / C f) is exact. 

(ii) (Connecting) Hll. S is naturally equivalent to H n-1. 

(iii) (Coefficient) TT mm, (Z if n=m 
H"CS

m
) = j ’ o if n~m， 

v/here Z is the ring of all integers. 

(iv) CHurewicz) There is the natural transformation 

[S'\ Xl .Hom~αCHIICS't) ， H/X))-• H/X) 

such that if [S1 , X] = 0 for all j <nCn> 1) then [Sη， X]-→H nCX) is an isomorp

hism. (Note that by the above description [S" , Xl is an abelian group (n> 1).) 

Le t Jr be the category of all finite cω-complexes with base points and 

homotopy classes of maps preserving base points. Then Jr is a quotient category 

of ‘:T. We now want to extend this category Jr to a good category which is. 

called the stable hoηwtopy category ‘9'. 

The category ‘9' is defined as follows. The objects are pairs (X, n) with CX, n) 

:= CSX, n- l) where X E Jr and n ε Z. The morphisms are ‘9'CCX, n) , CY, m)) = 
n+rTT l""\m+r lim [Sn+rX ,Sm+rYl = {Sn+rX , Sm+rYL where r+n, r+m>O. Thus, given a space 

xεJr we can refer to its desμspension S-lX in !7. 

Let ~otZ be the category of graded abelian groups over Z and degree zero 

maps. For each X ε Jr let H(X) be the total honzology, i. e, CHCX)\=HιX). 

Let S:~αZ_→gαZ be the shifting automorphism, i. e, for A= {An} εgαZ 
5(An)=A?써. Then the connecting property Cii) on the H n’ s gives the com

mutative diagram 
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,!}f" 

H 
• 
gαZ 

S 

S 

~ ,!}f" 

H 

~~OtZ 

Also, there exists a unique H: .9' 

such that the diagram 

~ ~OtZ still compatable 

x\------•.9' 

H\ 71 H 
~Ot~ 

25~ 

with S and S and 

is commutative, where ι→ : X 1-• (X , O) and S: (X , n) 1-• (X , n+ 1) ([2J). Note 

that for n>O H _n(X) = HO(SnX ) =H1(SIZ+1X) , that is, Hn( <X, m> )=H,,_m(X) , 

Every one of the properties listed for Hη : ，!}f"-→gα holds for the homology 

functor H n: .9'-→gα， n ε Z. For X ε ,!}f" if Hj(X)=O for j~n and H/X) 르 

ZEB ... EBz (m-times) then X is isomorphic to SII V ... V S" (m-times) in ‘9' ([2]). 

LEMMA 1. (The 1st stable Dold lemma) 

Let ‘ø be an abelz'an category, and let T: .:9'-→..s/ bea f;μnctor ωhz'ch cα77Z.es 

mapÞz'ng cone seqμences z'nto exact seqμences. Moreover , let C be a class of objects 

e.% ‘ø closed under the formation of kerηels， cokernels and exact extensz'ons. That z's, 

zf for A l' A2, A4, As ε C Al-• A2- • A3-• A4-• As z's exact z'n ‘ø then A3 ε c 
lf TS’zεC for all n then TX εC， X E ,!}f" ([2]). 

PROOF. At first, we have to note that for each (X, %) (=S”X)g ”H ”( <X, η>J 

is a finitely generated abelian group ([2]) ,. because of X is a finite cω-complex. 

Let A be a class of non-trivial spaces of .9' such that X = (X, 0) is in A if 

and only if H(X) is finitely generated, H/X)=O for j>O and Ho(X) is a free 

Z-module. We want to prove that if X ε A then T(SηX) ε C for all n. lf we 

can do that, then for all X with 2: n H /X) finitely generated we have Sn X E A 

for some n, and thus T(X)ε C. Note that if L:: nH n(X) . is finitely generated then 

for j sufficientely large H/X) =0, and that there is n such that Sn X E A. 

Therefore our lemma is completly proved. 

Take X E A. Let c(X) be the smallest integer j such that H/X) 낯O. TheI1 

c(X)든 O. If c(X)=O then H/X)=O for n~O and Ho(X) is free. Thus X is. 

isomorphic to a wedge of SO. By our hypothesis T(X)=T(VSO)=EBTCSO) ε C. 

’ 
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cCX) 
Suppose - c(X) > 0 then for all j <c(X) H /X) = O. Thus H cCX) (X) 르 {S"".; , X} 

(see the above (iv)) is finitely generated. Put W= a wedge of c(X)-dimensional 

spheres such that there is a map W-• X which induces the onto homomorphism 

{ScCX), W} , {ScC X), X}. Consider a mapping cone sequence W -,X • Y• SW• SX. 

Then, for j> 0 the exact sequence 

O=H/X)-• H/Y)-• H/SW)=H j+ 1(W)=0 (see (iii) above) 

implies that H/Y)=O. For j=O the exact sequence 

0-• Ho(X)'-• Ho(Y)-• Ho(SW)=H _l(W) ,Ho(SX)=H _l(X) 

implies that H o(Y) is free, because H -1 (w) ",,0' and its subgroups are free. 

Therefore Y ε A. For j <c(X) 0-• H/Y)-• o is exact and for j = c(X) 

Hc(X) (s-lSW) =Hc(X)(W)-• HcCX)(X)-• HccxlY)-• HcCX) (SW) = HcCX)-/W) 

=0 is exact, and thus Hc(xlY)=O. Therefore c(X)<c(Y). Repeating this way 

we have two sequences of spaces: 

{W l' "', W n}, {Y l' "', Y n} 

such that W 1- • X-• Y l' W 2- • Y 1- • Y2, ------, Wx-• Y n- 1-:-• Y n 

.are cofibrations, W/i=l , "', n) a wedge of c(Yi _ 1)-dimensional spheres with 

{ScCY; 이 Wz} -• .. {ScCY;-익 Y
i
- 1}, and c(Yn) =0. ThenYη is a wedge of zerodimen

sional spheres, and thus T(Yη)ε C. Since T(Wη)ε C, for all n T(Snyn _ 1) ε C, 

because of the sequence 

T(Sn 1Y,l)-• T(S”W,1)-• T(SnY ,, _l)-• T(S”Yn)-• T(S” +1w,z) 

is exact and T(S” 1y”), T(S”IVn) , T(S”Y”), T(S”+1Wη)εC. Inductiyely, we get 

T(SnX)ε C for all n. 

THEOREM 2. ‘9(X , Y) is jinitely generated. 

PROOF. Let C be the class of finitely generated abelian groups in $α. Then 

C is closed under the formation of kernels, cokernels and exact extensions. For 

.all η the functor {S't , -}: ，9'-→gα with {Sn， XVY} ={Sn， X}EB{양， Y} ([1]) 

which carries mapping cone sequences into exact sequences. Since {Sn , Sm} is 
m 

finitely generated {S", S"'} ε C. By the above lemma, for all finite cw-complexes 

Y {S" , Y} ε C. The functor {-, Y}: ，9'-→gα carries mapping cone sequences 

into exact sequences, where Y is a finite cw-complex. Since {S1t, Y} ε C for all 

n, {X, Y} ε C for all finite cw-complex X. 
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2. 80me properties of finite cw-compIexes 

The Freyd category $, an abelian category, is defined as foIlows. An object 

.a of ‘중 is a morphism of the stable homotopy category .9', i. e. , α ε {X,n 
for some finite czν-complexes X and Y. If α ε {X, Y} and a' ε {X', Y'} then 

a morphism … ε ‘종(α， α') is a pair (m' , m") satisfying the commutative 

.ctiagram 

(X 
α 

~Y) 

/ m m 

(X' 
/ 

α 
~Y') 

'Subject to the identification 

(X 
α 

~Y) (X 
α 

~Y) 

m' m’ / 

% n" 

(X' 
/ 

α 
~Y') (X' α ~Y') 

:if and only if m"α ==-n"α (hence if and only if αγn'=α'n'). There is a functor 
1x 

’‘중 with μ(X)=(X --• X) and μ(f) = (fJ). Then μ is afull embedding μ: .9' 

( [1] ). In ‘종 morphisms (f, 1) and (1, g) 

(X 

f 

α 
~X') 

1 

(X 

1 

α 
~X') 

(Y 
β 

~X') , (X- β 
g 

~Y') 

are a monomorphism and an epimorphism, respectively. 

11oreover, given 

α 
)X') (X 

f=1' 1 11" 

(Y 
β 

> Y') , 

k ~. f"α where K .. .X - .• Y' is a cofibration, then Kerf in ‘종 is 

αk 
(K ~X') 

k 
• 
X 

/
，
‘
、

1 

α ~X') , 
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and given 

-,.’‘· 
where X二←→Y

• 

(X 

g=g' 

(Y 
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α 
~X') 

g ’ 
β 

~Y') , 

h .c is a cofibration, then Cokg in ‘5ξ is 

(Y 

1 

(Y 

β 

hß 

~Y') 

~C) . 

In particu1ar, for a map f: X-• Y in ‘;r there is the exact sequence 

0-• Cokf-• Cf-• KerSf-• o (※) 

in $, where X f .y소Cf is a cofibration, Cokf= (Y효C까， .Ker앙=(까 (J .SX) 

L 
and Cf = (C

f 
"1 .Cf ). The following lemma is well known ([1]). 

LEMMA 3. Eνery object of .9' is ‘중-projective and every ‘중-projectz"ve is 

tsof120γphic to something in .9'. Dually everything in .9' is ‘중-injective and every 

$ -injective is isomorphic to something in ‘? • 

W e need some algebraic prepare for the remainder of this paper. For 

X(=(Xl」Lx2))ε$, consider the rz"ng of endomorphisηzs of X = End X = {X , X} • 

We have already proved in Theorem 2 (s 1) that EndX is a finitely generated 

abelian group. As is well known, every finitely generated abelian group is the 

direct sum of a finite number of indecomposable cyclic subgroups. some finite and 

primary, some infinite. The number of infinite cyclic summands is called the 

rank of the group. 

DIFINITION 4. For X E ‘갖， 1x ε EndX , where 1 x is the class represented by 

the identity map. If there is an integer m such that m1 x= 0, then X is said to 

be torsion. This statement is equivalent to that if EndX is finite then X is 

torsJOn. 

LEMMA 5. Let X be a finzïe cω comp!ex. Then X is toγsion zf and only zf 

n용S(X) ts fz·%t·te z·% each degfee, zuhere ns(X)=1im[S”+7, SnX] = {Sr, X}. 
r . • 

n 
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PROOF. If n엽(X) is finite in each degree, then it is obvious that X is torsion 

([1]). Let X be torsiön, then there is an integer m such that m1 x=O. Take a 

generator / of n엽(X). Then m1x ./=m/=0. and thu~ each generator of n생(X) 
is torsion. 8ince n엽(X) is finite1y generated in each degree, n/(X) is finite. 

LEMMA 6. 1/0 ，wLx후y .0 Z"S exact z"n $, then X Z"S torsz"on zf anå 

only zf W and Y are torsz"on. 

(Note: Our assumption means that there is the following diagram 

F 
Ir 

-
χ
A
 

l1 

‘

χ‘
 

/
-
-
、

i,“ 
/l\ 

-
-
/
，
‘
、

’ F 

g 

0 
• 

.W?)=W 

1 

.W2)= X 

g2 
*Y2)= Y 

。 (exact)

PROOF. Let X be torsion, then there is an integer m such that m1x =0. 8ince 

ηz1x'/=lX'm/=1ηf=0=g'm1)[=mg， we have /'m1w=m/'lw=0 and m1y.g 
=ly.mg=O. 80 m1w=0=m1y which means that W and Y are torsion. Converse-
1y, 1et W and Y be torsion. Then there are integers m and n such that m1w= 

O=nly. 8ince g.n1x=ng'lx=nly.g'lx=0 there exists a morphism h: X-• W 
with nlx=/'h, m/:h=/'m1w'h=0 implies that mnlx =O. That is. X is torsion. 

If there are two maps /: X-• Y and g: Y-• X in ‘:r such that for some 

integer m, g/=mlx and /g=mly , then we say that X and Y are Q-z"somorþhz"c. 

written X =Y. where Q is the ring of all rationa1 numbers. Moreover, if there 
Q 

are two maps /: X-• Y and g: Y-• X we can get the canonz"cal homomoφhisms 

EndX. 'EndY such that for 용 E EndX fi용g ε EndY and for (J ε EndY gσf 

ε EndX. 

By our definition X =Y implies that the rank of EndX is the same as one of 
Q 

EndY. Thus if X=Y then 
Q 

EndX0Q 르 EndY0Q 르 QEB ... 잉Q (n-times). 

where n=the rank of EndX and 0=0z. 1n particu1ar, if X and Yare torsion 

then X=Y=*. 
Q Q 
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PROPOSITION 7. xZY zmplz·es tMt n용S(X)@Q르口용S(Y)@Q 쩌 each degree. 

Fμrthermo't'e X z's torsz'on zf and only zj n엽(X)@Q=O z'n each degree. 

PROOF. The second part is clear by Lemma 5. By our hypothesis there are 

two maps f: X-• Yandg: y-• X such that gf=m1x and fg=m1y. 

Let X be torsion. then at least one of f and g is of the finite oder. Therefore 

Y is also torsion. Thus 

n용S(X)@Q르n엽(Y)@Q=O. 

In case the rank of EndX is not zero. f and g are generators with infinite 

order in {X , Y} and {Y. X}. respectively. If 용 is a generator with infinite order 

in n팩(X). then fç is a generator with infinite order in n영(Y). Since the 

converse is true our proof is completed. 

In the case n캡(X)@Q르n엽(Y)@Q n엽(X) and n용S(y) are said to be Q-iso

morþhi/2. written n*U(X)=파 (Y). Since the Hurewicz map h: n엽(X)-→Hμsxy S ;, OW-,.' rT 5 

Q 

(Hr(~X) 간핀1 Hn+/S
n 
X)) induces the Q-isomorphism ([1]) we have the following. 

n 

THEOREM 8. 1f X=Y then n퍼(X)=n퍼(Y) and H용(SX)=HμSY). 
Q Q Q 

The converse of this theorem may be not true. But the following holds. 

PROPOSITION 9. 1f f: X-• Y induces the Q-isomo做S썼: ng(X)등n퓨S(Y). 
then Ker f and Cok f are torsion, zvhere X and Y are finz'te cw-comþlexes. 

PROOF. From the cofibration X f ， y노Cf and our assumption we have 
S Il용5(cf)@Q=O. and thus n휴 (Cf ) is finite. Lemma 

By the above (※) there is the exact sequence 

0-• Cokf-• Cf-• SKerf-• O. 

It follows from Lemma 6 that Cokf and SKerf are torsion. Therefore. also 

Kerf is torsion. 

Jeon-buk National University 
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